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SINGLE COUNTRY, SINGLE ORIGIN

COFFEE ROASTERS

100% Specialty Colombian Coffee



SINGLE COUNTRY, SINGLE ORIGIN
100% Specialty Colombian Coffee

“Rich in flavour, but never bitter. Full of body with 
perfectly balanced acidity.”

Colombian Coffee specialist committed to ethical and sustainable practices, 
working side by side with farmers and their communities. Pioneers in developing 
a single country blend that captures the aromas and flavours of a perfectly 
balanced espresso using the finest coffee beans Colombia has to offer.

Fruity and floral profiles are impeccably matched with the natural chocolate and 
caramel notes of our meticulously selected coffee lots.
Locally roasted to our standards in our modern facilities we constantly push our 
boundaries for consistency and commitment to premium quality.

Both, as espresso or with milk, our coffee will leave a pleasant and smooth sensation in 
your palate – that real coffee flavour you’ve been looking for.
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Colombia is one of the most diverse and dynamic coffee producing hubs in the world. 
Its endless variety of climates and ecosystems allows countless coffee bean varietals to 
grow under optimal conditions across the many different regions.

The close relationship we have built with our farmers has permitted us to access some 
of the most exotic and precious harvests in the country while making sure that farmers 
and their communities collect real and fair benefits for their efforts and honest 
commitment to premium quality and sustainable practices.

Colombian Connection Coffee prides itself for its successfully steady growth due to 
the passion and dedication of its team of professionals. Service and customer care 
are paramount to our company; state of the art espresso equipment is accompanied 
with comprehensive training and coffee education. These are the most effective tools 
we enthusiastically provide to our business partners.



We would love to have you on board and become 
part of our ever-growing family.

Gracias!
The Colombian Connection Coffee Team


